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ABSTRACT: Long regarded as a model system for studying
insulator-to-metal phase transitions, the correlated electron
material vanadium dioxide (VO2) is now finding novel uses in
device applications. Two of its most appealing aspects are its
accessible transition temperature (∼341 K) and its rich phase
diagram. Strain can be used to selectively stabilize different VO2
insulating phases by tuning the competition between electron and
lattice degrees of freedom. It can even break the mesoscopic
spatial symmetry of the transition, leading to a quasiperiodic
ordering of insulating and metallic nanodomains. Nanostructuring
of strained VO2 could potentially yield unique components for
future devices. However, the most spectacular property of VO2
its ultrafast transitionhas not yet been studied on the length scale of its phase heterogeneity. Here, we use ultrafast near-field
microscopy in the mid-infrared to study individual, strained VO2 nanobeams on the 10 nm scale. We reveal a previously unseen
correlation between the local steady-state switching susceptibility and the local ultrafast response to below-threshold
photoexcitation. These results suggest that it may be possible to tailor the local photoresponse of VO2 using strain and thereby
realize new types of ultrafast nano-optical devices.
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The insulator-to-metal phase transition in vanadium dioxide
(VO2) has been the subject of extensive investigation

since its discovery in 1959 (ref 1). Interest has stemmed in part
from its relatively simple, nonmagnetic structure2 and its
accessible transition temperature (Tc ∼ 341 K), which makes it
relevant for technological applications.3−6 Nevertheless, the
enduring appeal of VO2 can be traced to the complex interplay
between electron and lattice degrees of freedom that produce
its intricate free-energy landscape.7−12 This fine balance
between competing interactions can be tuned by strain, leading
to a rich phase diagram.13,14 Below Tc, unstrained VO2 is an
insulator characterized by both strong electron−electron
correlations and lattice distortion, where the vanadium ions
form chains of dimerized pairs (monoclinic structure, M1).
These dimers are dissociated in the rutile (R), metallic phase
(T > Tc) in a process reminiscent of a Peierls transition.
However, cluster dynamical mean-field theory calculations have
shown that both lattice distortion and strong on-site electron−
electron Coulomb repulsion are necessary to accurately model
the band gap.9 Moreover, tensile strain applied to the insulating
state can produce new, stable lattice structures that are
intermediates between M1 and R and, surprisingly, these states
are also insulators. High tensile strain along the rutile cR axis
(>2%, along the direction of the dimerized chains in the

insulating state) induces the monoclinic insulating phase M2 in
which only every second row of vanadium ions is
dimerized.15,16 Meanwhile, moderate tensile strain results in
the triclinic T phase, which exhibits a phonon spectrum that is
tunable with strain yet still distinct from both M1 and M2.15,16

Structurally, the T phase is a continuous deformation of the M1
phase. It persists with increasing tensile strain until the material
undergoes a discontinuous transition to the M2 phase.16

Ultrafast studies exploring the complementary, photoinduced
phase transition in VO2 have sought to separate its competing
electron and lattice degrees of freedom in the time
domain.17−32 When photoexcited by an ultrafast near-infrared
pump pulse, insulating VO2 can be driven into the metallic state
via a nonthermal route21,26−29 that is faster than the electron−
lattice thermalization time. Studies of this process have
highlighted a threshold carrier population for switching11,27

and the impact of coherent structural oscillations between the
monoclinic and rutile lattices.20,21,26−28,30 Terahertz (1−10
THz) and mid- infrared (10−100 THz) spectro-
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scopy13,21,22,24,26,27,33−38 have played key roles in unraveling the
ultrafast dynamics of VO2. These wavelengths probe the
complex conductivity at energies less than the bandgap of the
insulating state (Eg ∼ 0.6−0.7 eV), where a large, persistent
free-carrier response is direct evidence for the metallic phase.
Ultrafast terahertz and mid-infrared spectroscopy can even
reveal the photoinduced formation of the metallic phase or,
alternatively, the perturbative response of the insulating phase
to below-threshold photoexcitation.21,26,27 Here, ultrafast near-
infrared photodoping creates a transient population of carriers
in the conduction and valence bands of the insulating state that
survives for less than 1 ps (refs 21 and 26). This semi-
conducting response manifests itself as a quickly decaying free
carrier conductivity of moderate strength in the terahertz and
mid-infrared regimes.21,26,27 Terahertz spectroscopy has also
been used to study metallic domain evolution through the
conductivity signatures of carrier localization.22,27,36,38 This has
yielded insights into the average dynamics of nanodomains, but
the local influence of defects, crystallinity, and strain have
remained out of reach because far-field spectroscopy is an
inherently macroscopic technique. Meanwhile, scattering-type
near-field scanning optical microscopy (s-NSOM) in the
terahertz and mid-infrared has proven uniquely suited to
investigating the local behavior of the steady-state transi-
tion.32,35,39−44 Because s-NSOM at these frequencies accesses
the nanoscale plasmonic response40 (and thus the local free-
carrier conductivity) strong scattering contrast is observed
between the insulating and metallic states. As a result, near-field
images of VO2 thin films and crystals show clearly the phase
coexistence and domain growth typical of a first-order phase
transition. The inherent sensitivity of s-NSOM in the terahertz
and mid-infrared makes it the ideal tool to characterize new
types of VO2 samples, from strained films42,43 to single micro-
and nanocrystals,32,41 though ultrafast s-NSOM45−47 has not
yet been applied to VO2.
Single micro- and nanocrystals offer the least complex, and

thus most fundamental, model materials in which to access the
VO2 phase transition. Single-crystal VO2 studies were rare until
recently because large single crystals typically fracture upon
thermal cycling. Nevertheless, the growth of robust single
microcrystals by physical vapor transport (PVT) is now well
established.48,49 Interestingly, in the case of single-crystal
nanobeams, PVT also introduces significant, nonepitaxial strain
between VO2 and the substrate. This strain arises due to the
high growth temperature and the different thermal expansion
coefficients of VO2 and the substrate. VO2 nanobeams are
generally grown at temperatures on the order of 1000 °C and
hence naturally form in the metallic state, where the rutile cR
axis is oriented along the long axis of the nanobeam. Because
the thermal expansion coefficient of metallic VO2 along the cR
axis is usually larger than that of the substrate,41,50,51 tensile
strain is introduced upon cooling toward the transition
temperature. An added complication arises as the sample
passes below the transition temperature because the lattice
constants of the various phases of VO2 are all different along
the cR direction ( R < M1 < T < M2). Therefore, depending
on the precise growth conditions and substrate, an insulating
nanobeam can be stabilized in the M1, T, or M2 phase,41,50 or
even in the M1 phase under compressive strain.51 Substrate-
induced strain leads to a striking effect when the nanobeam is
subsequently heated back above the transition temperature:
quasiperiodic metallic nanodomains form along the nanobeam
axis. This phase-coexistence structure persists to temperatures

above the normal phase transition region. In the literature, this
effect has been described as a dynamic equilibrium, balancing
the energies of strain, domain wall formation, and entropy
(phase switching).41,50−52

Here, we use ultrafast near-field mid-infrared microscopy to
show that although the concept of strain balancing is essentially
sound, the domain periodicity is actually built into the
insulating state for a nanobeam stabilized in the T phase by
substrate clamping. Specifically, the spatial variation of the
strain in the insulating state is transferred to the local, below-
threshold photoconductivity. This implies that the domain
structure during phase coexistence is not purely the result of a
dynamic energy balance in the heated direction but rather is
predetermined, likely by a freezing-in of the periodicity in the
initial cooling stage after nanobeam growth.
The VO2 nanobeams investigated in this work were grown

by PVT on a c-cut sapphire substrate. Vanadium pentoxide
powder was heated to 810 °C in a quartz crucible and the
resulting gas was flowed over the substrate, which was also
maintained at 810 °C, for 30 min. Nanobeam growth
proceeded such that the rutile cR axis for a given nanobeam
was parallel to its long axis.50−52 Notably, the surface of the c-
cut sapphire substrate introduces an additional, six-fold
symmetry, where the nanobeams preferentially grow along
one of three directions that are separated by 120°, as can be
seen in Figure 1a and b (also see Figure S1 in the Supporting
Information). Additionally, many nanobeams contain a kink

Figure 1. (a), (b) Optical microscope images of vanadium dioxide
(VO2) nanobeams grown on a c-cut sapphire substrate. The
nanobeams are strongly bound to the substrate and the cR axis of
the VO2 rutile phase is oriented along the long axis of a given
nanobeam. (c) Raman spectrum from a VO2 nanobeam in the spectral
range of the ωO phonon mode of VO2 showing the distinctive double-
peak response characteristic of the triclinic (T) insulating phase. (d)
False-color map of the high-frequency peak position of the triclinic ωO
phonon mode revealed by spatially resolved Raman spectroscopy
(spatial resolution ∼1 μm). Raman spectra were recorded at room
temperature with a probe fluence of ∼1 mW. Black lines: sketch of
actual nanobeam profiles.
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and a change to the long axis direction. In a given arm of a
kinked nanobeam, the cR axis remains oriented along the long
axis of the arm, so the kink must contain a change to the lattice
structure, such as a dislocation.
The nanobeams in the sample investigated here are strained

due to the mismatch between thermal expansion coefficients, as
was discussed previously. The particular strain state of a given
nanobeam can be determined by identifying its insulating phase
using Raman spectroscopy. Figure 1c shows a typical Raman
spectrum of the highest-energy phonon mode (denoted ωO) in
VO2, which is associated with V−O vibration,15,16,41 recorded
in the center of a nanobeam. The phonon mode exhibits the
distinctive double-peak shape of the T phase, where the high-
frequency peak position is consistent with a nanobeam under
∼0.6% tensile strain.16 In Figure 1d, the frequency of this peak
is mapped as a function of space with ∼1 μm resolution. Details
of the scanning Raman setup are published elsewhere.53 We
find that the strain state of the nanobeam in the center of
Figure 1d is not completely uniform. Instead, the yellow areas
indicate regions where the tensile strain is slightly lower,
leading to a peak shift of ∼1 cm−1. This corresponds to a
reduction in tensile strain by approximately 0.03% (ref 16). In
contrast, the nanobeam at the top of Figure 1d is almost
unstrained (M1 phase), indicating that it has been decoupled
from the substrate.41,50,51 The topography of the central
nanobeam, measured by atomic force microscopy, is shown in
Figure 2a. The nanobeam is approximately 500 nm wide and
200 nm high, and features a roughly 3-μm-long flat section of
single-crystalline VO2 (indicated by white lines in Figure 2a).
Interestingly, the ends of this single crystal correspond to the
regions of relaxed strain in Figure 1d. Aside from the single
crystal, the nanobeam also contains substructure in the form of

three grain boundaries, and small crystallites of VO2 decorate
the nanobeam in some places.
We investigated the phase transition and ultrafast response of

the nanobeam locally using mid-infrared s-NSOM. Our setup
was described previously in ref 46. Briefly, near-infrared (1560
nm) femtosecond pulses from an ultrastable Er:fiber laser
system are tailored spectrally and temporally and used to
generate the pump and probe pulses for the ultrafast
measurements. Phase-stable mid-infrared probe pulses are
produced by difference-frequency generation in a GaSe crystal
(center frequency, 31.5 THz; bandwidth, 10 THz fwhm;
duration, 60 fs fwhm). Near-infrared pump pulses (center
wavelength, 780 nm; duration, 150 fs fwhm) are obtained by
frequency doubling the fundamental laser pulses in a
periodically poled lithium niobate crystal. Both the pump and
probe pulses are focused onto the tip of a commercial s-NSOM
and the intensity of the probe pulses scattered from the s-
NSOM tip apex is measured with a mercury cadmium telluride
(MCT) photodiode. The s-NSOM is operated in tapping
mode, enabling background-free detection of the scattered
near-field intensity at the harmonics of the tapping frequency
(see, e.g., ref 54). Using this technique, mid-infrared spatial
resolution down to ∼20 nm has been shown at the second
harmonic of the tapping frequency40,54 (scattered intensity I2),
and 10 nm resolution has been demonstrated at the third
harmonic46 (scattered intensity I3). Additionally, we can study
steady-state processes on the 10 nm scale using a mid-infrared
quantum cascade laser as a source of continuous probe
radiation (λ = 8.4 μm, f = 36 THz).
The steady-state scattered near-field intensity from the

nanobeam under continuous-wave probe illumination is
shown in Figure 2b. At room temperature (top), the response
from the single crystal is uniform, whereas the grain boundaries
show up as regions of reduced scattering efficiency. Conversely,
the heated nanobeam (bottom) contains areas of high
scattering efficiency (metallic phase), most notably periodic
domains in the single crystalline horizontal section of the
nanobeam (period ∼770 nm). Quasiperiodic metallic domains
were typical for nanobeams on the sapphire substrate at 342 K
(see Figure S1 in Supporting Information). In previous studies,
it has been speculated that similar domains arise from a strain-
induced shift of the transition temperature and a dynamic
energy balance, in which each new metallic domain introduces
additional tensile strain because the metallic lattice constant
along the cR axis is shorter than that of any of the insulating
phases.41,50−52 The persistence of insulating domains to
relatively high temperatures, both in Figure 2b and in previous
studies, is consistent with this theory since tensile strain is
known to increase the transition temperature.41 On the other
hand, if the domain periodicity is purely a consequence of the
increase in substrate-induced strain with each new metallic
domain, then the insulating phase should contain no hint of this
periodicity. Yet the Raman spectroscopy map in Figure 1d
shows that some substructure is in fact present in the insulating
state of our nanobeam, though nanoscale spatial resolution is
necessary to explore the insulating nanobeam on the length
scale of domain periodicity.
Ultrafast mid-infrared nanoscopy provides a unique

perspective into the local character of the insulating nanobeam.
An ultrafast near-infrared pump pulse with a focal spot diameter
that is larger than the nanobeam excites it uniformly (pump
polarization: perpendicular to the shaft of the s-NSOM tip).
The ultrafast local response to photoexcitation is subsequently

Figure 2. (a) Atomic force microscope (AFM) image of the nanobeam
in the center of Figure 1d. The white lines indicate an extended region
of single crystalline VO2. (b) Scattering-type near-field scanning
optical microscopy (s-NSOM) images of the nanobeam recorded
using a continuous wave probe at a wavelength of 8.4 μm. Top:
nanobeam at a temperature of T = 294 K, below the phase transition
temperature. Bottom: nanobeam at T = 342 K (±1 K), above the
transition temperature. Bright, periodic domains form upon heating,
indicating a local phase transition from the insulating to the metallic
state.
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probed on the nanoscale. Mid-infrared probe pulses scattered
from the s-NSOM tip apex reveal nanobeam substructure via
the local evolution of the conductivity. Free carriers dominate
the VO2 conductivity in the frequency range of our probe
pulse,43 so the near-field scattering dynamics provide a measure
of the transient photoexcited carrier population. More
specifically, the scattered mid-infrared intensity increases
when the local plasma frequency exceeds the center frequency
of the probe pulse46 (31.5 THz). Figure 3a shows the scattered
mid-infrared intensity as a function of pump−probe delay time,
where the s-NSOM tip was positioned near the end of the
single crystal. A ∼ 150 fs increase and subpicosecond decay are
observed for pump fluences below the phase transition
threshold (black points, curve). These dynamics are a signature

of a semiconducting response: The ultrafast near-infrared pump
pulse populates the conduction and valence bands of the
insulating state, increasing the local plasma frequency and
hence the scattered mid-infrared intensity. The carrier
population then decays by electron−hole recombination,
which leads to a decay of the scattered near-field intensity.
Notably, the time scale of this decay is extremely fast compared
to conventional semiconductors because recombination is aided
by carrier self-trapping.21,55 The data in Figure 3a constitute the
first ultrafast measurement of the electronic conductivity of
VO2 on the nanoscale.
Conversely, for higher pump fluences the transient response

is suppressed (Figure 3a red points, curve) and the scattered
mid-infrared intensity increases drastically at all delay times
(Figure 3b). This new equilibrium results from a discontinuous
increase in free carrier conductivity and is a fingerprint of the
insulator-to-metal phase transition. The metallic phase is
stabilized by the high pump−pulse repetition rate because the
time between pump pulses (50 ns) is shorter than the recovery
time of the photoinduced metallic state. Figure 3c shows the
emergence of metallic domains in the nanobeam with
increasing pump fluence, and Figure 3d shows the correspond-
ing near-field line scans through the center of the nanobeam.
The domain positions are reproducible and consistent with the
quasiperiodic structure observed at high temperature (Figure
2b). In other words, the threshold pump fluence for phase
switching depends on location. The threshold is lower and the
switching susceptibility is higher in places where a metallic
domain forms. A spatially dependent switching susceptibility in
a nanobeam under global excitation could stem from dynamic
strain balancing, as has been proposed previously,41,50−52 or
strain substructure built into the insulating nanobeam.
In Figure 4a, regions of high switching susceptibility are

marked on the insulating nanobeam, which is visualized via the
room-temperature steady-state near-field image (top image in
Figure 2b). To explore potential substructure in the insulating
beam, particularly in the single crystal, we measured the local
transient response to ultrafast below-threshold photoexcitation
at room temperature. Near-infrared pump/near-field mid-
infrared probe traces were recorded for each susceptibility
domain defined in Figure 4a. The perturbative conductivity
dynamics for the first three domains (P1−P3) are given in
Figure 4b. In all regions the photoinduced carrier density
decays almost completely within 1 ps. The distinction between
domains is most prominent in the magnitude of the photo-
induced conductivity dynamics. The peak change to the
scattered near-field mid-infrared intensity is significantly higher
in domains with higher switching susceptibility. We explore this
relationship in more detail in a line scan along the nanowire axis
(Figure 4c). Remarkably, the magnitude of the perturbative,
semiconducting response qualitatively reproduces the periodic
domain structure observed when the insulating and metallic
states coexist (indicated by Positions P1−P5 in Figure 4c). We
infer a new piece of information from this finding: the periodic
metallic domain structure that emerges at high temperatures is
built into the insulating state. This conclusion contradicts the
hypothesis that metallic domains form upon heating solely due
to a dynamic energy balance. We therefore propose a modified
model for domain formation, though one based on the same
physical principles. Because the nanobeam is grown at 810 °C,
it is initialized in the fully metallic phase. As it subsequently
cools to room temperature the nanobeam passes through the
phase coexistence state and insulating nanodomains form

Figure 3. Response of the VO2 nanobeam to photoexcitation by an
ultrafast near-infrared pump pulse. (a) The mid-infrared intensity
scattered from the end of the beam at 322 K exhibits a sharp peak and
a subpicosecond decay as a function of pump−probe delay (pump,
780 nm and 150 fs; probe, 31.5 THz and 60 fs) provided the pump
fluence is below the phase transition threshold (black points, curve).
For higher pump fluences the transient response is suppressed (red
points, curve), and the average scattering efficiency is increased by a
factor of 5 (b), indicating that a steady-state metallic phase has been
formed. (c) The transition threshold depends on location, and domain
formation along the nanobeam can be observed in steady-state s-
NSOM images measured as a function of pump fluence (base
temperature, 329 K). Blue arrow: s-NSOM tip location for (a) and
(b). (d) Averaged line cuts through the center of the nanobeam
illustrate the periodic nature of the domain structure, which displays a
repetition over approximately 770 nm in the single crystal region (gray
shaded area).
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spontaneously, possibly aided by nucleation sites.32 Later, as the
nanobeam nears room temperature, the remaining metallic
domains vanish and the entire beam is stabilized in the
insulating state. Crucially, the insulating domains that form at
high temperature (in the phase coexistence regime) do so
under different strain conditions than the sections that undergo
the phase change near room temperature. The domain
periodicity that forms in the initial cooling stage is therefore
frozen into the insulating state via the local strain profile. Upon
reheating, metallic domains naturally form first in regions that
are preconditioned to support them, as the local strain
determines the local switching susceptibility.
Periodic strain in the insulating state provides a potential link

between the local steady-state switching susceptibility and the
ultrafast semiconducting response. It has been proposed that
tensile strain along the cR axis increases electronic correlations
in the insulating state, thereby blue-shifting the bandgap and
moving the electronic system further from the conductivity
edge.10,13 We therefore expect that regions with larger
semiconducting responses are less strained. This is consistent
with our observation that these regions coincide with areas of
high steady-state switching susceptibility, since tensile strain has
been shown to increase the phase transition temperature of
VO2 (e.g., ref 41). It is also consistent with the Raman

spectroscopy map of the nanobeam (Figure 1d). Although the
Raman data do not have sufficient spatial resolution to show
the complete strain substructure of the nanobeam, regions of
reduced strain are visible at the ends of the single crystal, where
both the steady-state switching susceptibility and the below-
threshold photoconductivity are large.
Finally, we address the possible role of nucleation sites with a

complementary experiment (see Figure S2 in the Supporting
Information). We investigated a polycrystalline VO2 nano-
particle that displayed a clear metallic-domain nucleation site in
steady-state near-field imaging of the phase transition. This
nanoparticle has dimensions comparable to those of a single
domain in the nanobeam, and we therefore expect that strain-
induced substructure should not be present in its insulating
state. Using ultrafast mid-infrared microscopy, we found that
the magnitude of its transient semiconducting response is
spatially uniform within the noise levels of our measurement
and note in particular that the nucleation site did not exhibit an
enhanced perturbative photoconductivity. These observations
support the idea that strain is essential in connecting switching
susceptibility to the ultrafast perturbative response.
In conclusion, we have used ultrafast mid-infrared nanoscopy

to reveal heterogeneous local dynamics in a VO2 nanobeam.
We have found that the transient local semiconducting

Figure 4. Spatially resolved ultrafast response below the phase transition threshold. At room temperature the steady-state near-field mid-infrared
scattering response (a) along the axis of the nanobeam is approximately uniform in the single-crystal region, in contrast to its periodic structure at
342 K (illustrated by white dashed lines outlining the metallic domain locations in Figure 2b). However, the local response to ultrafast near-infrared
photoexcitation is not uniform at 295 K. (b) Near-infrared pump/near-field mid-infrared probe traces near the end of the nanobeam (in the regions
defined by Positions P1, P2, and P3) exhibit distinct differences depending on the local steady-state switching susceptibility (pump fluence: 2.1 mJ/
cm2). The peak of the photoinduced scattering response is larger in regions where the phase transition can readily occur (P1, P3). (c) A line scan
along the nanobeam axis at tpp = 100 fs pump−probe delay shows the fine spatial structure of the peak height of the transient response. It
qualitatively follows the periodic domain structure observed for the nanobeam heated above the phase transition (see Positions P1−P5 indicated on
x axis), deviating significantly only in the precise position of the domain labeled P4. On the other hand, a topographic line scan taken simultaneously
is approximately flat in the single-crystal region.
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response is linked to the steady-state switching susceptibility.
This connection most likely results from a nanoscale strain
profile that is frozen into the insulating state during cooling
following PVT. The capacity to tailor the ultrafast response of
VO2 on the nanoscale using strain could lead to numerous
future device applications, perhaps the most spectacular being
the prospect of clearing and resetting its ultrafast local response
with heat. In a hypothetical future experiment, it would be
interesting to “anneal” the sample by increasing the nanobeam
temperature until it becomes fully metallic and then apply a
defined strain profile via the substrate to deterministically set
the domain positions. Ultrafast mid-infrared nanoscopy will
prove invaluable in characterizing the operation of such nano-
optical devices. More fundamentally, the application of field-
resolved ultrafast nanoscopy with subcycle time resolution46 to
VO2 could provide access to coherent oscillations on the
nanoscale, allowing this important aspect of the phase
transition to be studied under the influence of confinement
and strain.
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